A 2330-m-thick sequence of basaltic lava flows near Neskaupstadur, eastern Icela0d, yields K-Ar ages ranging from I 1.8 m.y. to about 8,4 m.y. A linear regression model of uniform rate of accumulation of the lava pile with time best fits these data. A growth of 690 m/m.y. is indicated, one lava having erupted on average every 13,000 years. These rates closely resemble those determin€d for the Borgarljdrdur region of western Iceland lor the period I = 7-2 m.y., and thus it is shown that steady stale crustal growth has occurred in lceland on borh sides of the mid-Atlantic ridge for at least l0 m.y. The paleomagnetic polarities in lhe sequence provide a geomagnetic polarity history which matches closely that derived by Blakely (1974) using sea floor spreading analyses ofmarine magnetic anomalies. Anomaly 5 is recorded in the section and has lower and upper boundaries ofr = 10.03 (+0.34) m.y. and not more thao t = E.70 (+0.36) rn.y., respectively. As was proposed by Blakely (1974), at least one brief period of revers€d polarity is present lvithin anomaly 5.
INTRODUCTION
The linear magnetic anomalies ofthe ocean basins wer€ first recognized by Mason [1958] and, Raf and Mason 1196ll, but no satisfactory explanation of their origin was available prior to the pr€sentation of a hypothesis by yine and Matthews [963] . ln this, the earth's changing geomagnetic polarity is recorded in igneous material as it cools through its Curie point subsequent to €mplacement at a midocean ridge, where spreading is occurring continuously in the manncr envisaged by l/ess [962] . Key to the testing of this sea floor spreading concept was the history of geomagnetic field reversals. This was determined back to about 4 m.y. ago by combined paleomagnetic and K-Ar dating studies of subaerial volcanic rocks [Cox et al., 1964 McDougall and Chamalaun, 1966] . The marine magnetic anomaly data were successfuliy fitted to this geomagnetic polarity time scale, and sea floor spreading rates were derived lPitman and Heirtzler, 1966;  Vine, 1966: Heirtzler et al., 19681. Simple linear extrapolation of these spreading rates then provided estimates of ages for older geomagnetic anomalies within the entire Cenozoic IHei zler et al., 1968) and the Mesozoic fLarson and Pitman, 1972] 
REsuLTs
Approximately 50 hand samples were collected from section; C-F ( Figure I ) for possible K-Ar dating All the rocks were of basaltic min€ralogy consisting primarily of 100'C, as is shown by the strongly altered (zeolitized) nature plagioclase, clinopyroxene, and iron oxide, with or without a of many of the rocks adjacent to those chosen for dating. small amount of olivine usually replaced by alteration prod-The results of the K-Ar age measurements are given in Palarity tine scale. From the regression we can trbtain estimates for the age of the boundaries between polarity intervals ofopposite sign, and these are added to the polarity log in Figure 3 . The long interval of normal polarity, which we compute to have legul at I = 10.03 (+0.34) m.y., continued until at l€ast 8.70 (+0.36) m.y. ago (Figure 3 ), which is our inferred age for the top ofsection F. This is clearly rhat period which is represented by anomaly 5. In Figure 3 w9 would seem to oppose this latter possibility, the sensitivity of the extrapolation employed in magnetic dating of the sea floor conlinues to be worthy of emphasis.
